iLLUMA-DRIVE RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS
iLLUMA-Drive’s platform is ideal for both new
construction and to retrofit into existing properties

Our lighting system is a simple install for new construction and opens many more possibilities
for lighting design due to the lower cost of wiring (Class 2 wiring). The system’s efficiency
allows the builder/homeowner to design a more intricate lighting system. Reduction in
hydro/lighting consumption costs (35-40% savings VS standard AC system).
Whether your goal is to save electricity, improve your home security, automation control of
your connected home or just simply enjoy the benefits of centralized automation control,
all can be managed via T.H.E.A., iLLUMA-Drive’s proprietary mobile application. Unlike
many proprietary home automation apps, T.H.E.A. is being developed to be the one and
only centralized control system you’ll ever need. T.H.E.A. is Apple HomeKit, Google Home
and Amazon Alexa ready.

For more information on this and other services & solutions, please go to www.illumadrive.com

iLLUMA-DRIVE RESIDENTIAL APPLICATIONS
Apple HomeKit
With HomeKit, now you can also use your iOS device to connect the products you use
in your home — so you can privately and securely control them and make them work
together.
Google Home / Amazon Alexa
Google Home and Amazon Alexa are powerful virtual assistants implemented in
Android devices as well as Google Home speakers. They allow you to control your
smart home devices using voice commands.
T.H.E.A.
T.H.E.A. truly brings IoT and Centralized Intelligent
Control to the home and business automation
forefront. Unlike many proprietary home
automation apps, T.H.E.A. is being developed to
be the one and only centralized control system
you'll ever need.
Along with this, we've also programmed the system
to allow customization and integration for your
current and future automation control devices.
So, you will no longer need separate dedicated
applications to control the different components
and fixtures in your home or business. Instead,
through configuration and syncing, you can add current devices to our system.

For more information on this and other services & solutions, please go to www.illumadrive.com

